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X-PRESS 2
‘Raise Your Hands’ 
(SKINT)

An all-encompassing greatest hits
package that might just jog everyone’s
memory enough to re-assess X-Press
2 – forget all the Ivor Novello-winning
pop tosh (‘Lazy’, ‘Witchi Tai Do’, etc)
that’s on here and listen back to the
club classics that made us like them in
the first place; the thumping prog-
house of ‘Smoke Machine’, the “raise
your hands!” chant of ‘London X-
Press’ (when they were still on Junior
Boys Own), the acid grip of
Plastikman’s ‘Rock 2 House’ remix.
These are the tunes we cherish,
whether they shifted ‘proper’ units or
not. M5/M8

QUIVVER
‘Dirty Nails And Vapour
Trails’
(BOZ BOZ)

Progressive house nuts will recognise
John Graham’s name from a host of
previous releases but his debut as
Quivver is a different (and more
entertaining) beast altogether. Admittedly,
you won’t find a more heavenly prog
track than ‘Surin’ anywhere right now,
but he’s got the balls to try all sorts here.
The straight-up, super mellow D&B of
‘Chasin’ A Feeling’ and spectral
breaks/Balearic of ‘Ghosts’ are real
departures, but the guy’s natural, old
school musicality makes them work as
well as any of the 4/4 bumpers. Where’s
he been all our lives? M6/M8

STUDIO APARTMENT
‘The Rising Sun’ 
(KING STREET)

A fifth artist album from the super slick
Japanese production duo and it’s a
perfect showcase of their sound:
soulful vocal house with jazzy
undertones and a big, ‘90s-style smile
on its face. Contributions and remixes
come from Kerri Chandler, Reel
People, Quentin Harris and Ron
Carroll, but it’s the classic New York
house groove of the title track
(featuring Blaze) and Eric Kupper’s
breezy club mix of ‘One True Love’ that
stand out. Not an album to shape the
future of dance but what they do, they
do very well and if it ain’t broke...?
M5/M8

LULU ROUGE
‘Bless You’ 
(MUSIC FOR DREAMS)

Already getting big props from 
ex-collaborator and fellow Dane
Anders Trentemoller, this Copenhagen
based duo really do make music for
dreams. We’re talking deep, dark and
dubby tech-electronica, reminiscent
of Trentemoller’s most fragile
moments, without ever crossing into
impenetrable-up-itself territory...a very
nice listen in other words. Fleeting
boy/girl vocals are understated and
calming, adding a little colour to an
album that sounds like it was
recorded in black and white – is this
the start of a Danish Dub Mafia?
M6/M8

THE BLACK GHOSTS 
‘Black Ghosts’ 
(SOUTHERN FRIED)

Not what we were expecting at 
all but an interesting listen
nonetheless. In many ways this
song based collection has a lot
more to do with the nu-soul sounds
of Outkast than the electro zip of
their DJ sets...but it does sort of
suit them. ‘Some Way Through This’
sets the scene, coming on like a
messed-up Timberlake cut and 
(with Simon Lord growing into the
vocalist’s role) a darker, Depeche
Mode flavour slowly bleeds into the
best tracks; ‘I Don’t Know’ and
‘Repetition Kills You’. Not quite
nailed, but not far off. M5/M8

SIMIAN MOBILE DISCO
‘Sample And Hold’  
(WICHITA)

It’s not often that a project like this
works, but SMD will no doubt make a
career out of bucking trends – they’ve
leased out their ‘Attack Decay Sustain
Release’ debut to a team of favourite
remixers and the results are joyously
unhinged. Top picks have to be Shit
Robot’s super sleazy electro re-rub of
‘It’s The Beat’, a couple of deep-
space-disco edits of ‘Hotdog’ and
‘Love’ from Cosmo Vitelli and Erol
Alkan respectively and, still more
wonky than anyone else out there,
Silver Apples’ truly mind-bending
deconstruction of ‘Scott’. The
madcap’s choice. M6/M8

ALEX DOLBY
‘Psiko Garden’  
(GLOBAL UNDERGROUND)

If you’ve followed Alex’s career 
you’ll no doubt be A) someone who
likes their classic progressive house
in the vein of Sasha, Digweed et al,
and B) very familiar with the monster
title track and 2003 follow-up ‘Hazy
Way’. Both feature here and are
typical of the Italian’s sound in
general; deep, epic and trance-
inducing. Of the new tracks,
‘Smokin Mountain’ and ‘Ushuaia’
work best, though once you’re in 
the mood to drift with this sort of
stuff, highs and lows don’t really
come into it; you’re lost on planet
prog already. M5/M8

THE HERBALISER
‘Same As It Never Was’ 
(!K7)

A bigger, fatter sound here from the
recently expanded five-piece
Herbaliser and it really works. It’s a
huge return to form; bouncing around
from jazzy hip hop (listen out for a
future star in MC Yungun) to superfly,
pimped-up funk instrumentals and
beyond. Best of all though, by a mile,
are the contributions of a sensational
new soul singer called Jessica Darling.
She lets rip on rare groove stormers
‘Clap Your Hands’ and ‘On Your
Knees’ like a youthful Ruth Copeland
– keep her on board and The
Herbaliser brew will be spicier than it
ever was. M6/M8
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